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"Handout: Artist Guide Criteria Sheet" 
 

The Artist Guide accomplishes two goals. The first is to learn something new 
about an artist that will give you insight for the production of an imitative 
piece of artwork. The second is to show how well you can use the computer 
and Microsoft Word to create an attractive, informational, and correctly 
formatted pamphlet. Many levels of difficulty can be addressed by including 
or excluding some of the topics listed below. You need to decide on the 
important direction for “your” artist guide. Feel free to tailor the information 
below to your needs.  
 

         The Artist Guide Must Include: 
 
I. Technical Requirements: 

•  Layout (no empty space) 
•  Design 
•  Color, images, graphics (imaginative, creative, further 

defines/compliments artist), and text (concise, well-planned, 
complements artist) 

•  Front panel gets attention 
•  Spelling and grammar 
•  Text centered in panels correctly 
•  All sources are cited properly 
•  Minimum of eight images from Internet, clip art, or scanned from 

various sources 
•  Management of files/information 
 

II. Content of Artist Guide: 
•  Informative, concisely describes (descriptive) the importance of the 

artist (no fill/pointless information)  
•  Written work (rough and final drafts) 
•  Five paragraphs (thesis, body, conclusion) 

a. Paragraph #1: The thesis should tell you what you are writing 
about. 

b. Paragraph #2-4: In the body, choose three things you want to 
talk about and put one idea in each paragraph. These three 
paragraphs should relate to your thesis and support it. 

c. Paragraph #5: The conclusion should summarize the thesis, but 
use different words. 

•  The guide should answer some essential questions: What makes an 
artist famous? How do you identify an artists’ style? Why is this artist 
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important in the history of art? How has this artist inspired other 
artists? 

•  Define the artists’ style (signature/trademark) 
•  Artist name (title), birth date, and date of death (if applicable), 

country of origin 
•  Where did your artist live? Include a map that applies to your artist. 
•  Biography of the artist (comprehensive or in depth) 
•  Possible content ideas could include: 

a. Important world or life events and how they affected your artist. 
b. Personal history (family/friends) and the importance it played in 

your artist’s work. 
c. His style, famous images, or important materials, forms, or media 

your artist used. 
d. How your artist influenced other artists, or artists that influenced 

him, or parallels with other artists. 
e. Follow a theme and/or a subject (women, self portraits, portraits, 

still life, landscape, etc.) your artist pursued or investigated, or a 
specific work period (for example, Cubism – Analytic or Synthetic, 
etc.). 

•  What did your artist look like? Are there any self-portraits? 
•  Timeline of important events in the artist’s life. 
•  A quote from the artist. 
•  Historical or current information if still alive. 
•  Minimum of 8 digital images (one of which is the imitative piece the 

student creates). 
 
 

 


